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MOVEMENT OF GENERAL SERVICE STAFF SALARIES IN GENEVA 

Report by the Director-General 

1 . staff Regulation 工 工 p r o v i d e s inter alia "• • • for staff occupying 

positions subject to local recruitment the Director-General may establish salaries 

and allowances in accordance with best prevailing local practices • • Staff 

Rule IIIO.3 gives effect to this Staff Regulation by providing that "• . . the 

Direchcu- Погюгг.1 яЬя! 1 os habí 1 яЬ conditions of employment for staff engaged from 

m I coal area to fill such posts, including the fixing of rates of pay and 

a].] ovía.nocr» i.n terms of the best prevailing practices in the local a r e a , . 

2 . All of the international organizations applying the common system of salaries 

and allowances have similar provisions in their Staff Regulations and R u l e s . 

The kCC, through its subsidiary organ, the Consultative Committee on 

Administrative Questions, has established the procedures to be applied in conducting 

surveys of prevailing wages in each locality and the broad criteria to be applied 

in assessing what are the best prevailing r a t e s . The CCAQ has also laid down the 

general procedures to be followed in measuring the movements of best prevailing 

rates. 

The conduct of local salary surveys in any locality is a joint undertaking 

of the international organizations in that locality, that organization having the 

largest office there usually being designated as the organization responsible for 

taking the lead, organizing the survey and presenting the results for consideration 

by the others• In Geneva the organization responsible for conducting surveys is 

the 工L〇，which has a division specialized in labour market surveys. 

5- The assessment of the results of the local salary survey, or of indices of 

movements in local salary rates, is the joint responsibility of the organiza匕ions 

represented in each locality. 



6 . Geneva is but one of some 80 localities in which local salary surveys have b e e n , 

and are being, made in accordance with the CCAQ procedures. In general, the 

procedures and criteria laid down by the CCAQ have been found acceptable and in the 

great majority of the 80 localities there have been no real difficulties in assessing 

the best prevailing rates and establishing local salary scales. 

7 # In the main centres where there are large concentrations of staff performing 

the full range of functions involved in the headquarters of such organizations there 

have been two elements of this system which have caused complexities: 

(a) the determination as to comparability between the duties being performed 

in the international organizations and those being carried out in local 

business and government establishments included in the survey; 

(b) the conclusion as to what really constitutes the best prevailing rate 

from among the mass of statistical data produced by the survey. 

8 . With regard to the first of these elements it will be evident that the functions 

in an international organization are frequently of a more complex n a t u r e , involving 

language requirements different from those generally found in the community and 

involving adaptation to a multi-cultural environment. Not infrequently certain of 

the functions carried out in an international organization have no direct counter-

part at all in local employment practice. W i t h regard to the second of these 

elements it will be apparent that in obtaining wage quotations w i t h respect to five 

to ten different categories of work from a number of different employers, a wide 

scattering of data will typically result and it becomes a matter of judgement as to 

what is prevailing and from among what is prevailing, what is the "best" prevailing. 

9. In the case of Geneva an additional complexity arises from the fact that it is 

the location of the headquarters of a number of international agencies which are 

thus in a position to consider the matter in concert at the level of their Executive 

H e a d s , whereas for the United Nations, Geneva is a subordinate office to their 

headquarters in New Y o r k and the Geneva Office is without authority to participate 

in these discussions in the same w a y . 



1 0 . The first local salary survey in Geneva took place in 1950, resulting in the 

establishment of the initial local salary scale as of 1 January 1951- This was a 

full-scale survey to determine what were the best prevailing rates in G e n e v a . A 

subsequent full survey was made in 1956 and again in I960. Interim surveys simply 

to assess the movement in best prevailing rates were made in 1952 and 1 9 5 8 . 

1 1 . Based upon evidence available in late April I96I of a significant movement in 

best prevailing rates in Geneva, W H O , following full consultation w i t h the other 

interested organizations, amended its local salary scale with effect from 1 May 1961 

A complete resurvey of best prevailing rates was completed in September-October I96I 

and is presently being assessed by the organizations. 


